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Pipeline Inspection Systems

See what you’re missing.

Long-lasting, easy-to-use Aries Transporter series
Aries Transporters are engineered to be “contractor-tough.” Made from stainless
steel, brass or other corrosion-resistant parts to provide the long life and durability our
customers have come to expect. We have a transporter for all your inspection needs and
pipe sizes ranging from 6” to 200” in diameter.

Badger

Titan

Taurus

Titan
The Aries Titan steerable,
all-wheel drive, large pipe
transporter inspects 21” or
larger pipelines. Combine its
remote steering capabilities
with 3600 turning radius and
remote camera lift to enjoy the
most versatile large line tractor
available today.

Proudly made in the U.S.A.

badger
T he Aries Badger wheeled
transporter enhances sewer
inspection operations with
its rugged stainless steel
construction, powerful
transmission, DC continuous
duty rated motor system, and
cable-free tip-up connector.
The six-wheel drive design
enables it to negotiate obstacles
in 8” and larger pipes.

taurus
T he Aries Taurus series is a
fast, strong, sturdy, responsive
tread-drive transporter that
is designed in an all stainless
steel construction which will
not rust or degrade. The
waterproof motor and
transmission with hermetically
sealed electrical connection
provide for a completely
maintenance-free drivetrain.
This proven, tread-drive
transporter is a top performer
in pipes 6” and up.
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Titan Features:

The Aries TR7000 is a steerable, self-propelled transporter for large line applications.
>> Power forward and power reverse stainless steel, sealed mechanical clutch with forward,
reverse and free wheel neutral position
>> Variable speed drive form zero to 60’ per minute in both forward and reverse
>> Two electric motor drives, 1/4hp total, continuous duty rated and waterproof housing
>> Adjustable wheel axle length for large line stability – 19” or 24”
>> Remote auto camera lift
>> B
 uilt-in lighting system: 300 watts with auxiliary power box

Badger Features:

The Aries TR3001, TR3100 and TR3030 are self-propelled wheeled transporters for 6” to 48” lines.
>> Continuous duty, industrial grade motor and transmission
>> Stainless steel construction
>> 6-wheel drive system designed to match pipe contour regardless of size
>> Rear tip-up connector eliminates need for interconnect cables (TR3030)
>> Weighted balanced chassis assure long distance pulls from one entry point
through multiple manhole runs
>> Single fastener wheel mounts for fast tire size changes
>> Proven transmission with forward/neutral/reverse capabilities for operator convenience
and faster cable reel pullbacks
>> Operates from any multi-conductor truck or portable system
>> Optional Large Line Kit and camera lift for operation in up to 48” pipes

Taurus Features:

The Aries TR2000 and TR2120 are self-propelled tread drive transporters for 6” to 30” lines.
>> Continuous duty, industrial grade motor and transmission
>> Stainless steel construction
>> Weighted balanced chassis assure long distance pulls
from one entry point through multiple manhole runs
>> Custom designed contoured rubber feet provide positive traction bite
>> Carbon coated steel chains add strength and minimize chain stretch
>> Proven transmission with forward/neutral/reverse capabilities for operator
convenience and faster cable reel pullbacks
>> Operates from any multi-conductor truck or portable system
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